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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Proximex, Barco Integrate Technologies to Enhance
Situational Awareness
Security operators get the ‘big picture’ faster and more easily through this key alliance.
WESTFORD, MA. March 4, 2013 –– Proximex, part of the Security Products business unit of Tyco (NYSE: TYC),
announces the integration of its Surveillint™ Physical Security Information Management (PSIM) solution with the
Control Room Management Suite (CMS) from Barco, a leader in enterprise visualization and collaboration.
Under this collaboration, security operators using Surveillint can easily select particular camera sources to be shown in
pre-defined areas on Barco CMS-powered video walls and displays. The integration also extends Surveillint’s capacity
to fully leverage the “perspectives” concept within the CMS environment, by grouping cameras and other sources that
enhance situational awareness in a visually correlated way.
“In mission-critical situations, it’s incumbent upon security personnel to have the most complete information available
and be able to show and share that information with others in the security operations center,” says Chatura Liyanage,
Group Product Manager for Proximex. “By integrating with Barco’s Control Room Management Suite, we’re now able
to give operators a higher level of awareness and visualization of everything that is happening, so they can react faster
and collaborate more efficiently.”
Operators can easily share their Surveillint Operations or Video Console by choosing from a set of pre-programmed
perspectives which can be loaded to the Barco CMS-powered video wall or display. Sharing perspectives from
Surveillint can be performed manually by an operator or triggered automatically based on events as determined by the
pre-set business rules and managed through administrator access.
For security operators, the Proximex Surveillint and Barco CMS integration will enhance the decision-making process
by increasing situational awareness and shortening reaction times through the sharing of video and Surveillint consoles
on a single Barco video wall display, or, across multiple similar displays located remotely. This visual collaboration and
integrated display management also reduces training time for security staff and enables bringing in remote experts
much faster.
“Barco has been supremely focused on developing technologies that empower customers to share the right visual
information at the right time, and our latest collaborative visualization platform accomplishes this objective,” says
Suchit Rout, Director - Global Strategic Alliances, Barco. “Through this Strategic Alliance with Proximex, we’ve further
enhanced this capability, equipping control room personnel with best-in-class tools to view better, share faster and
resolve quicker, in the most efficient way possible.”
For more information on the Surveillint integration with Barco CMS, visit http://www.proximex.com.
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About Proximex
Proximex, a leader in physical security information management (PSIM) solutions, is part of the Security Products
business unit of Tyco, the world’s largest pure-play fire protection and security company. Proximex solutions
integrate existing and new systems and technologies in a centralized command and control center to ensure that
incident information is no longer trapped within disparate systems, but brought together in context with security
policies and operations for analysis and resolution. Global customers operating in a variety of mission critical
environments trust Proximex solutions to deliver the fastest set up and deployment, the highest in scalability,
availability and failover capabilities, and the most robust integrations in the industry. Leveraging the brand’s IT
heritage, Proximex solutions integrate physical and logical security systems with network and health monitoring
technologies to catch multi-pronged attacks and relay important business-level information. Proximex has
serviced more than 250 bi-directional global integrations and covers all the major global continents, North and
South Americas, Europe, the Middle East and Asia.
About Tyco Security Products
Tyco Security Products and its leading brands conducts business in over 177 countries around the world, in
multiple languages and employs over 2,800 employees globally, including research and development, marketing,
manufacturing, sales, service and logistics teams in the Americas, Europe, the Middle East, Africa, and Asia
Pacific. Our products, built by developers from all product disciplines, consistently allow customers to see more, do
more, and save more across multiple industries and segments including healthcare, government, transportation,
finance, retail, commercial and residential. Worldwide, Tyco Security Products helps protect 42% of Fortune 500
companies, transportation systems on five continents, 37% of the world’s top 100 retailers, over two million
commercial enterprises, thousands of students in more than 900 educational facilities, and over five million
private residences.
About Barco
Barco, a global technology company, designs and develops visualization products for a variety of selected
professional markets. Barco has its own facilities for Sales & Marketing, Customer Support, R&D and
Manufacturing in Europe, North America and Asia Pacific. Barco (NYSE Euronext Brussels: BAR) is active in more
than 90 countries with 4,000 employees worldwide. Barco posted sales of 1.158 billion euros in 2013.

